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Professional Translator and Proofreader

Highly skilled and experienced translator with a proven track record of accuracy, fluency, and cultural
sensitivity. Fluent in English,Italian and Spanish. Specialized in translating technical, legal, and medical, financial

documents. Experienced in using CAT tools and other translation software. Excellent attention to detail and
proofreading skills. Able to work independently and as part of a team. Proven ability to meet deadlines and

deliver high-quality work.

Language Bridge: Facilitate effective communication among
diverse teams.
Technical Accuracy: Ensure precise translation of complex
engineering terms.
Project Documentation: Translate contracts, plans, and reports
accurately.
Cultural Sensitivity: Adapt content while respecting cultural
nuances.

July 2022 - May 2023

Ensure smooth multilingual integration.
Provide precise press release translations.
Handled confidential documents and maintained their proper
organization
Enhance cross-platform communication.

May 2021 - July 2022

Facilitate seamless cross-cultural communication.
Enhance customer experience through multilingual content.
Contribute to marketing campaigns in target languages.
Preserve brand integrity across linguistic boundaries.

January 2020 - June 2020

Master of Arts (MA), Applied Linguistics and Language
Acquisition in Multilingual Contexts
2018-2020

Bachelor of Arts (BA), BA (Hons) English Language and
Linguistics with Literature
2015-2018

Cultural awareness
Proofreading and postediting skills
Ability to work independently and as part
of a team
Detail-oriented and able to handle
multiple tasks simultaneously
Fluency in multiple languages and
handling financial documents

Certified Medical Interpreter (CMI)
Translation and Interpreting Certificate
(TIC)
Certified Translator (CT)
Translators Association (TA) Certification

Freelance Translator | ACS Group

Remote Translator | Vivendi

Professional Translator (Italian, Spanish) | Alliance
Boots

Universitat de Barcelona

University of Portsmouth

Teamwork: Ability to work effectively with other translators and
members of the translation team.
Deadline management: Ability to meet deadlines and prioritize
tasks.
Expertise in using CAT tools and other translation software.

July 2020 - January 2021 
Remote Translator | Amadeus


